Periodic Table Answers Section 3
periodic table packet #1 - pc\|mac - periodic table packet #1 answers directions: answer the questions with
the proper information using your notes, book, and the periodic table. 1. define a family. groups on the table
are sometimes called families. 2. what is a period? a period is a row on the periodic table 3. what is the symbol
for the following elements. a. magnesium mg b ... introducing the periodic table - the periodic table was
designed to make room for and predict the existence of elements that had not yet been discovered.
information on the periodic table 4. how is each element represented on the periodic table? each element on
the periodic table is represented by a box, in which contains basic information periodic trends worksheet sd308 - answers for comparing atomic sizes here are answers for the questions above. a. li, c, f all are in the
same period and thus have the same number of energy levels. therefore, the important factor is the nuclear
charge. li is the largest because it has the smallest nuclear charge and pulls the ... microsoft word - periodic
trends worksheet author: the periodic table and atomic structure test - the periodic table and atomic
structure test multiple choice identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
31) the smallest particle into which an element can be divided and still have the properties of that element is
periodic table worksheet - strasburg-franklin local schools - periodic table packet #1 name_____
period_____ directions: use your periodic table to complete the worksheet. 1. what is the atomic symbol for
silver? 2. what is the atomic mass of mercury? 3. ni is the symbol for what element? 4. the element that has
the atomic number 17 is? 5. list the symbols for two transition metals. 6. periodic table puzzle - answer
key - periodic table puzzle - answer key down: 1. iron - i have 26 protons. 3. hydrogen - i am not really an
alkali metal, but since i have only 1 electron i behave like them. 4. nickel - i am a metal with 28 electrons. 7.
aluminum - i am a member of the boron family and am the most abundant metal in the earth’s crust. 8.
periodic table basics - sciencespot - periodic table basics step 1: complete the card for each element.
complete the top section for each element by adding the element’s atomic number, name, and atomic mass.
determine the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons in each element. darken the correct circle to show if
the element is a solid ... unit 3 notes: periodic table notes - unit 3 notes: periodic table notes • john
newlands proposed an organization system based on increasing atomic mass in 1864. • he noticed that both
the chemical and physical properties repeated every 8 elements and called this the ____ law of octaves _____. •
in 1869 both lothar meyer and dmitri mendeleev showed a connection periodic table puns answer key sciencespot - periodic table puns answer key periodic table puns 1 1. what you do in a play - actinium - ac 2.
what you do to a wrinkled shirt - iron - fe 3. “tasty” part of your mouth - tungsten - w 4. someone who likes to
start fires - arsenic - as 5. superman’s weakness - krypton - kr 6. your brother or mine - bromine - br 7. extinct argon - ar 8. periodic table review - humble independent school district - directions: label the trends of
the periodic table by adding arrows and descriptions. & page 2 of 2 9.1 use a periodic table of the elements to
answer these questions. 1. the following graphics represent the nuclei of atoms. using a periodic table of
elements, fill in the table. 2. look at a periodic table. the atomic mass of hydrogen is 1.00794. periodic table
extra practice worksheet 2013-2014 - periodic table extra practice worksheet directions: answer the
following questions using the periodic table below. 1. how many protons, neutrons, and electrons are in each
of the following atoms? element boron (b) sodium (na) phosphorus (p) protons neutrons answer key trends
on the periodic table - answer key trends on the periodic table part 1: identifying chemical
properties/characteristics of the elements for each of the following elements, draw a caricature or cartoon
above the description to show its
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